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RESUMO
Current design codes oftanks under earthquake actions already include the consideration of
tank-fluid interaction due to sloshing of the contained liquid The advantage of large scale
testing of tanks is not always possible, due to the enormous cost of a universal 3 or even 6
degree offreedom seismic table. Therefore, the purpose ofthe pre.ent work is to present the
problem of conceptualising the small-scale testing of anchored tanks to unilateral seismic
excitation, developing a needed know-how iii Fortuguese engineering laboratoiy
infrastructure and also at FEUF. A scaled tank model, iii accordance with the basic
formulation of Vaschy-Buckingham Theorem (“Pi’s” Theorem), cannot satisfy complete
similàrüy. Then, a distorted model results, with a chain ofdistorted scales between the state
variables ofthe seismically excited steel tank-fluid system. Choosing aluminium as the model
material to scale the steel tank prototype, and water to scate the contained liquid additional
engineering conditions beyond dimensiona! analysis have to be considerec from which
scalingfactors for the state variables are determined.
analytical methodologies. Current design
codes include afready the consideration of
tank-fluid interaction due to sloshing ofthe
contained liquid. This interaction has been
captured and modelled during tank tests in
seismic tables of very few selected
validate
to
permitting
institutions,
widen
to
also
theoretical approaches but
the understanding of the prototype real
behaviour.

1. INTRODUCTION
Surveys of recent moderate and severe
earthquakes reveal that liquid storage
tanks, and their appendices, have been
extensively damaged. The need to insure
integrity of this type of lifeline structures
usually containing water, wine, or
hazardous chemicais is essential for the
minimisation of the disturbances to the
quality of life of the earthquake affected
societies. Design codes have been
changing during last decades, upgrading
the quantification of design loads and
construction detailing in accordance with
continuous evolution of theoretical
—

—

The advantages of prototype size testing
are not possible at FEUP, due to the
enormous cost of a universal 6 d.o.f.
seismic table and its non-economically
viable investment. Therefore, the purpose
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of this work is to present the problem of
conceptualising the small-scale testing of
anchored tanks to unilateral seismic
excitation, developing a needed know-how
in fEUP and Põrtugal laboratory
infrastructure as well as constituting a
calibration data-base on seismically
excited tanks.

“Pi” Theorem.
Difficulties arjse when two or more
representative forces are important or
dominant in the prototype. Enforcing the
validity of multiple similarities induces a
difficult task for the modeller of weil
designed and conducted model tests.
In what refers to the seismic analysis of
bottom-supported tanks the available
methodologies reveal a complex shell-fluid
coupled interaction [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] that
additionally índicates the dominance of
multiple forces or causes present in the
interaction phenomenon. Material time
dependent non-linearity, like creep and
temperature dependent behaviour, is
considered negligible. The design of a
model tank that simulates a prototype
requires similitude relations, which can be
derived through a dimensional anaiysis of
the ftuid-structure interaction describing
the behaviour of the tank under an
earthquake excitation.

A scaled tank model, in accordance
with the basic formulation of Buckingham
Theorem Ç’Pi’s” Theorem), cannot satisfy
complete similar.ity. Then, a distorted
model results, with a chain of distorted
scales between the state variables of the
seismically excited tank-ftuid system.
Choosing aluminium as the modal material
to scale the steel tank prototype, and water
to scale the contained liquid (water, wine,
chemicais), additional conditions beyond
dimensional analysis have to be
considered, from which scaling factors for
the state variables are determined [1].
2. GENERAL

CONCEPT$
AND
MECHANICAL SIMILARITY

In relation to the ftuid-stmcture
interaction, the most relevant mechanicai
variables or parameters of the bottom
supported metallic tank can be orderly
classified as part of the following sources:
geometry, container/contained materiais,
loading and response (Figure 1).

In a general mathematical sense, it is
not possible to completely simulate the
behaviour of a prototype (p) structural
system (or any other) through model (m)
tests. The complete similarity would have
to be satisfied for the universe of (more
and less) representative forces or causes
presçnt in the observed structure or
phenomenon, which can never be
accomplish among other reasons because
of the discontinuous set of properties
available for constructing the model. When
through empirical and technical knowledge
it is known that certain representative force
dominates the prototype, or altematively
that certain dimensionless number (or “Pi”
number)
dominates,
such
value
independent of scaling is used for deriving
appropriate scaling laws.
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Fig 1: Model tank and some state variables

The
parameters
tank
geometric
considered, ail with dimensional content of
a linear dimension L, are: tank radius R,
tank sheil height H1, tank sheli thickness
h, and ftuid height in the tank Hf.

That is the case of models satisfying
partial
(but
first-order
dominant)
similarities of Froude, of Reynolds, of
Euler, of Cauchy, of $trouhai, of Weber,
and of the possible first-order dominant
scales that can generally be defined
through the so-called Vaschy-Buckingham

The
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tank

or

container

material

parameters considered are: tank shell mass
density p with dimensional content

Ø(R, H

ML3;
elastic
modulus
E,
with
dimensiona!
content
ML’ T2;
dirnensionless Poisson’s ratio v and
percentage of critical dampíng ; and,
generalised tank-fluid system angular
ftequency a, with dimensiona! content

(1)
=

Assuming that the function Ø is
dimensionally
homogeneous,
then
selecting any rn = 3 parameters among the
n = 22 physical pararneters and such that
the corresponding dimensiona! rnatrix with
respect to {L, M, T} has characteristic
equal to 3, permits to use such chosen
variables as a new dimensíonal base of
fundamental
scientific
variables
or

The
contained
liquid
material
parameters are: mass density P with
dimensional content
ML3; dynamic
viscosity coefficient p, with dírnensional
content ML’ T1 ; compressibility modulus
E, with dirnensional content ML’T2;

paramters.
But according to Vaschy-Buckingham
‘Pi’
Theorem
[10,11,12]
Ø can
alternativély
be
expressed
by
Ø(ir, ,r2
,r,,,_,9) = 0, ín which the

surface tensile stress 6, with dimensiona!
content MT2; and, angular frequency of
fluid sloshing osciliations w., with

,r1 (j=1,2,

...

n-m=19,)

are dimensionless

combinations of the 3 fundamental
variables and each of the remaining ii rn
variables.

dirnensíonal content T1

—

The tank-fluid systern is located in a
gravity field of gravitational acceleration
g, with dimensional content LT2; is
under a earthquake excitation described in
the time domam
t, with dimensional
content T, by the horizontal ground
acceleration a (t), with dimensiona!

Therefore

selecting.

{ R,g,p1 }

Ø (fr, Eít, St,.Re, Ca, We,

The response parameters considered
are: hydrodynarnic pressure p,. with
dimensional content ML’T2; sloshing
wave height 17 and tank shell radial
• displacernents
w, with dimensional
content L; tank shell sfresses a, with
dirnensional content
MU1T2;
and,
dirnensionless tank strains E.

A

as

fundamental or base variables, after
appropriate substitutions the generalised
function Ø of this coupled ftuid-elasticity
situation assumes the fom:

•content LT2.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF
RALI$ED MODEL

E, v,

E1,õ,o1,,a,t,p,T7,w,J,E)

,

HíH/
H R P

E
p,.gR

,

g

R

(2)

a
17Hw
H R R p.gR
in which fr, Ett, St, Re, Ca
represent the froude, Euler,
Reynolds, Cauchy and Weber ‘Pi’
and the remaining paran;eters
dimensionless ‘Pi’ numbers.

GENE

A generalised equation between these
variables or parameters can be expressed

and We,
Strouhal,
nurnbers,
are also

Rigorous rnodelling of Froude and
Reynolds similarities, involving gravity
and viscous effects, is not possible. But
since viscous forces. are small in the
phenornenon of tank liquid sloshing

[6, 7, 8, 9] in the form:
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were considered second-order effects. In
fact, distortion between prototype and
model occurs when one or more scaling
laws of first-order dominant parameters is
no longer valid, that is does not satisfy the
únity (equality) criteria.

involving water, wine or cmde ou and its
chemical derivatives, the Reynolds number
scale is ignored.
Also Cauchy similarity should be
considered when the compressibility of the
contained liquid cannot be neglected,
whích is definitely not the case of the
above rnentioned liquids behaving like
incompressible ftuids in srnall to medium
liquid heights.

The small-scale tank model to be
developed at a length scae %j (affecting
R,H and H)

With these simplifications the original
n-iodel no longer will satisfy complete
similarity but solely first-order sirnilarity,
and equation (2) is simplified to:

‘

aggt2 77Hw
E
PgR’ g’ R ‘H R ‘R’

However the scaling law of the
Poisson’s ratio parameter maintains the
=1, which is an important
unity value
factor to be kept in consideration for the
small-scale modelling of tank shell
performance.

=

(3’\
“ ‘

g

w h H
p
pgRcoRR

ftuid
incompressible
model
The
(assumed inviscid) is chosen as water,
water,
modelling the prototype fluids
wine or cmde chemical derivatives with a
liquid mass density scale %,,. If required, a

ag gt2
H. H í3
E
H R ‘Pj ‘p1gR’ g’ R
77H
H R

3V

conveniently

The use of alurninium creates another
source (although small) of material and
stmctural performance distortion, related
to the equivalent critical viscous damping
ratio of the tank-fluid system.

n
h H t HH
tt’t
1
R’ R H R ‘p1

op.gR

be

designed in aluminium due to its material
law,
constitutive
stress-strain
corresponding to an elastic modulus scale
allows for measurable
2E• This choice
defomrntions of the model tank. Had it be
done in steel, like the prototype, the high
rigidity of the small-scale cross-section
would make it unusable.

FinalÏy Weber sirnilarity is also omitted,
because the model to be constnièted is too
large for the surface tensile stresses to be
dorninant.

fESt

will

-

-

0

higher mass density could be obtained by
adding ferro-metallics or using magneto
hydro-rheologic flujds [13]. Then, another
source of distortion between prototype and
model is associated with the shell/fluid

1? pgR

in which the first term represents a
modified forrn of Froude number, with the
standard velocity square term substituted
by the square product of a characteristic
length and frequency (time inverse).

density ratio

--,

affecting dead load

stresses and inertia forces.
The scaling law of gravity acceleration,
and therefore of prototype-model ground
acceleration, also maintains the unity value
=1.

4. DISTORTED MODEL
The absence of Reynolds, Cauchy and
Weber scaling laws does not result
necessarily in a distorted model, since they
70

Gravity forces are first-order dorninant
parameters that are properly scaled
satisfying modified Froude number
sirnílarity. Therefore. irnposing equality of
rnodified froude number between model
and prototype, the following scaling law
results:

After adequate substitutions from this
last equation results the scaling law of tank
thickness, controlllng geornetric distortion,
expressed by: 2Iip
—

Notice that the free surface elevation is
evaluated from the linearized dynarnic free
surface condition [14], without the
negligible second order velocity square
terrn, given by:
v

-

1Ø
gt

The scalíng law of hydrostatic stresses,
pR
of type
is expressed by:

—;;—

%2 %_1

2(Hs)

%
%
The
scaling law of hydrodynamic stresses, of
=

(4)

the possible types

[16,17]
or
h
assumes therefore vaiues in the intervai:

therefore
2p

17 = %g’

)2

(2,

=

i

%2 %2

= %i2

%_I

(5)

=%

But with the above mentioned chosen
scales %j
%,, and % =
= 1, the
srnall-scaie tank model wili generaliy be
geornetrically distorted, and wili have a
conditioned performance or distorted
mechanical behaviour, with distínct scaling
factors of the different mechanicai
parameters used. To obtain these scaling
factors,
through conditions beyond
ciassical dimensional analysis, additíonai
engineering reiationships of the observed
phenornena have to be used.
,

Eh3

V w=q(x,y,t)

%2

a

2

h2 =

2(Hd)

%

and
%2

that the derived pressure scaie 2,, would
equal the eiastic modulus scale 2E’ then
the thickness and the radial deformation
scales would assume the sarne value of the
geometric scale 2,,. In this case there
wouid be no geornetric distortion in the
model, since ali the primary and secondary
variables or quantities with dimensional
content of a linear dirnension or length L
would be equally scaied by 2,,. But the
choice with such a coincidence has almost
a nuli probability, due to infinite chances
and discontinuous properties of available
experimental materiais, and therefore the

The
order differential equation,
controilíng the small forced vibrations of
piates [15], states that:
W+

%

%

Notice, however, that. if the geornetric
scale 2, (and also the liquid mass density
could be chosen in such a way
scale

4th

(Ps)t

=

The distorted model with a scaiing law
of tank thickness 2,, will deforrn also in a
distorted manner, in which the shell radial
deforrnation wili be proportional to
standard sheil temi p R2 / D. Therefore,
the scaiing law of tank predominant radial
deformation
is
expressed
by:
%,2
%,3
%
2,,
‘Iz
E
2E
=
=

rneaning that the free surface elevation is
scaled by the geornetric scale.

,

‘l 2h

2(Hd)
=

2E

Pressure,
hydrostatic
either
or
hydrodynarnic, is scaled by:
= 2, 2•

=

1Ø
gt

21

(6)

in which (p), and q(x,y,t) are
respectiveiy the mass per unit area and the
normal loading fiinction.
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reality of a distorted model carrnot be
disregarded.

respectively
=

5. COMPARISON
SCALING LAWS

TABLE

Table 1

Variable
(scale)
Ground

-

2E

700
2100

=

0.85

1
corresponding to an
3

—

With these and with the additional
selected length scale % (the last one of the
primary scales) result derived scaIes for
the secondary variables, presented in
tabular form for various values of %.
-

are

Comparison ofderíved scaling Iaws, for various geometric Iength scales
1

1/

/10

1

and

=

alurninium tank fihlëd with water but
representing a distorted model of a
prototype steel ou storage tank.

These were obtained assurning that
=
=1 and that the mentioned
and

=

E/)

OF

To assist the researcher and the
experirnentalist in choosing equiprnent and
experimental methodologies, on the basis
of technical interest for the seisrnic
analysis of tanks and essentially on
avaílable budget, a comparison of various
scaling laws is presented in Table 1.

declared or ciosen scales

E
—-

2

1/
/25

=
/

1/
/50

1a

/

1/
/75

%
2

=
/

1/
/100

1

1

1

1

1

Frequçncy(%j

3.162

5.0

7.071

8.660

10.0

Time(%,)

0.316

0.2

0.141

0.115

0.10

0.118

0.0470

0.0235

0.0157

0.0118

0.0707

0.0208

0.00827

0.00481

0.00328

0.166

0.0905

0.0569

0.0435

0.0359

0.166-0.235

0.0905-0.174

0.0569-0.138

0.0435-0.121

0.0359-0.109

0.0499

0.0109

0.00341

0.00174

0.00108

1

1

1

1

1

acceleration

Pressure

(%

)

(%fl)

Tank thickness
Hydrostatic stress
““jHs)

Hydrodynarnic
stress

( oHd )

Tank (radíal)

.

deformation

( ,t,)

Strains(%)

The scaling factors provided for the
experirnentalist in Table 1 give sufficient
information to design a distorted inodel.
From the previous table clearly depend
range and sensitivities of• equiprnent to be
used in the experimental analysis of
distorted model tanks, narnely: LVDT’s (or
linear voltage displacernent transducers),
accelerometers, pressure transducers and
strain gages. The available budget and the
infrastructure space will dictate selections.

It is worth noting that besides selecting
an earthquake exciter based on range,
sensitivity and maxirnum displaced load
(controlled by
2,,), the comrnand
equiprnent should also be able to scale
down
the
acceleration-tirne
and
displacement-tirne records of the input
seismic motion (controlled .by the time
scale above). The distorted model
behaviour and performance, will permit to
calculate response characteristics of a
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